SURGE
”For the Time Being”
1. Mono icono (Entry)
2. Views to fill
3. Ode
4. Perpetual Motion
5. Barto
6. Oro
7. Oracular influx
8. Infinite mess
9. Mono icono (Exit)
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Totalime 55.43
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We are proud to present one of the most exciting groups in Scandinavia
today. The group Surge is an ensemble one of its kind creating its own path
in modern improvised music. They have an eager urge to explore new
sounds and forms in contemporary music. The sound has an international
touch and Surge has made several tours through Europe.
This CD ”For the time being” is their second but the first on LJ Records.
This is music leading on to the next century.
The musicians are known for cooperation with other creative Scandinavian
jazz artists as well as modern composers.
Pressvoices:
”Their music is amazingly complex and the musical structure is constantly
transforming through different shades and layers each living their own
lives. It´s exciting and dramatic with not one uninteresting moment.”
OrkesterJournalen, Sweden
”The Swedish trio descended from another planet. The tones did not stand
rooted to the spot, while more floating as an eternal stream through time
and space creating an atmosphere filled with new music.”
Toimitus, Finland
”Surge is a treasure! You have yourself to blame if you don´t attend any
of their concerts.”
DagensNyheter, Sweden

CD-price: US-$13 shipping
and packaging costs
included. 3 or more 15 % off.
We will send payment
information when we have
recieved the order.

Please send marked CD to
Please type or print legibly.

Order by fax, e-mail or mail !
LJ Records , Box 9, SE-310 42 Haverdal, Sweden
Tel. +46 35 51139 Fax +46 35 51439
E-mail: susanna@lj-records.se
LJ Records on-line http://www.lj-records.se
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